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The Dragon's Dilemma: A Scottish Dragon-Shifter Romance (Lochguard Highland Dragons
#1) 2015-10-15
from the author of the usa today bestselling stonefire dragons series comes a new series centering on the dragon shifters of the scottish highlands full of
humor alpha personalities and a new threat clan lochguard is waiting for you book one in order to pay for her father s life saving cancer treatment holly
anderson offers herself up as a sacrifice and sells the vial of dragon s blood in return she will try to bear a scottish dragon shifter a child while the
dragonman assigned to her is kind holly can t stop looking at his twin brother it s going to take everything she has to sleep with her assigned dragonman
if she breaks the sacrifice contract and follows her heart she ll go to jail and not be able to take care of her father even though he s not ready to settle
down fraser mackenzie supports his twin brother s choice to take a female sacrifice to help repopulate the clan yet as fraser gets to know the lass his
dragon starts demanding something he can t have his brother s sacrifice holly and fraser fight the pull between them but one stolen kiss will change
everything will they risk breaking the law and betraying fraser s twin or will they find a way out of the sacrifice contract and live their own happily ever
after keywords dragon shifter romance dragon romance paranormal romance scottish alpha hero strong heroine humor action scotland coming of age
stonefire dragons lochguard highland dragons

The Dragon's Discovery: A Scottish Dragon-shifter Romance 2019-05-28
the department of dragon affairs sends dr kiyana barnes to lochguard with a group of human women open to having dragon mates she s supposed to help
them adjust to being around dragon shifters while also observing how the clan works on a day to day basis she most definitely isn t supposed to notice
how one look from a certain dragonman teacher sets her skin on fire let alone ask him to kiss her in a weak moment given her past alistair boyd spends
most of his time in the clan s archives searching for a solution to fulfill the vow he made to himself three years ago however when his clan leader orders
him to educate the latest group of humans to come to lochguard he has no choice but to cut back and do his clan duty one of the females in particular
catches his eye but he tries to resist her after all he made an important vow one that includes staying away from females until it s complete one weak
moment results in a kiss that changes both kiyana and alistair s lives forever unfortunately a clan emergency means keeping alistair s dragon silent for
more days than he d like will alistair s duty to clan end up harming his dragon and pushing away the woman who is his second chance or will he beat the
clock to have everything he didn t know he wanted

Dragons Do It Nerdier 2021-11-19
a blocked writer looking for inspiration kaylee i write about bad men who do dirty things to needy women or i used to i m on a deadline and the words
aren t coming my creative well is nothing more than a mud puddle perhaps a reflection of my equally uninspiring life but then i encounter a smoking man
with a serious book habit at my local library suddenly he s my hero i m writing about a gorgeous bespectacled guy with lickable abs and bitable biceps
the words are flowing but it s not the book i meant to write not enough handcuffs too many teeth and claws and i m not entirely sure why a nerdy dragon
looking for love dex i found her my one true mate and she thinks i m a lunatic dragons aren t real i just have to convince a woman with an imagination so
vast she creates fictional worlds for a living that everything she s ever dreamt is real magic included no problem without revealing my true form more
complicated while keeping her safe dammit note from the author this book contains a practical writer who s certain that dreams and magic are for
children and that happily ever after only exists in fiction it also contains a badass nerd dragon who s ready for love until he meets the woman of his
dreams and realizes life with him is full of unavoidable dangers

Realms of the Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #2 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)



2017-07-10
the forests of miriam cait s new world hold more secrets than she can count and more dangers than she cares to know unfortunately hey must travel
through one such forest on their way to xander s kingdom the troubles start with a drenching rain and end at the city of the arbor fae a wood folk who
have more than one skeleton in their closet a darkness has fallen on their woods and xander and the others volunteer their services unbeknown to them
the danger is far older and far deadlier than they could have imagined friends become foes and enemies multiply as miriam and her dragon lover try to
defeat the rising evil before they too are consumed by the darkness the maiden to the dragon books are part of a dragon shifter romance series set in a
fantastical world that mirrors our own keywords new adult mystery paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths
action adventure action adventure second chances comedy humor horror free freebie free book free books book books free ebook ebook free novel rich
quick read read short serial series college funny female protagonist novel secret suspense thriller alpha male literature story stories hero fiction box box
set boxed boxed set romance free romance free romance ebook free romance ebooks free romance book free romance books billionaire wealthy
millionaire women s fiction racy legal free romance novel free romance books billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st
century current historical past demon werewolf shifter shapeshifter wolf dark fantasy vampire undead immortal ghost witch sorcery dragons epic elf god
medieval urban fantasy dragon shifter romance medieval paranormal romance dragon wife dragin

The Dragon’s Baby 2020-03-30
a standalone short story with no cliffhanger serena meets jacob in the most unexpected way and quickly becomes a willing prisoner in his lair serena
jeffries is an ambitious reporter who just wants to land a big story so she can have the freedom to pursue her own writing and art career she finally gets a
story that could help launch her career in the right direction that s when she meets jacob lawton he is a reclusive half dragon who reluctantly helps
serena when she gets injured but once he finds out that she s a reporter determined to write an article about him he decides to keep her as his prisoner
when serena and jacob develop feelings for one another she has to decide if her career is more important or her love for jacob jacob falls in love with her
but doesn t know if she can handle living in relative isolation with him can he let her make the choice to leave even though his dragon instincts are to
keep her captive forever

Persuading the Dragon 2020-05-14
nearly a year ago an injured human female showed up on stonefire s land carrying a flash drive full of information stolen from the dragon knights
however before zain kinsella could interrogate her she fell into a coma and hasn t awoken since after his initial anger fades he wonders if the thin pale
girl will ever wake again when she does it s up to him to help guard her and make her strong enough to face some questioning he most definitely shouldn
t notice her delicious heat or the sadness in her eyes she s a prisoner and can be nothing more ivy passmore finds herself inside a dragon shifter hospital
bedridden and barely able to sit up despite the overwhelming grief at the death of her brother she s determined to do everything she can to atone for her
part in helping the dragon knights and causing her brother s murder she s more than ready to tell the dragons everything when one tall quiet protector
makes a deal she endures his physical therapy and he ll help track down her brother s killers ivy has no choice but to agree slowly her idea of dragon
shifters changes especially around one certain dragonman as two former enemies morph into something more the dragon knights find out about ivy s
location and offer a reward for her death or capture will stonefire be forced to give her up to protect their clan or will zain and ivy be able to find a path
where they can defeat the knights and be together keywords dragon shifter romance dragons british military hero enemies to lovers romance slow burn
paranormal romance shapeshifter shifter romance stonefire dragons

Claimed by the Dragons 2018-08-07
beautiful innocent delyse has been waiting for three years to be claimed by her dragon shifter husband eric drekinn eric s beta viggo bought her for his



alpha but now they are both waiting for the next solar eclipse when the ancient dragon will rise from his long hibernation unfortunately delyse finds it
hard to wait patiently when the charming handsome viggo is just within arm s reach before she knows it she falls madly in love with him it s wrong it s
forbidden she belongs to eric and she doesn t even know if viggo feels the same when eric drekinn rises from his deep sleep his young bride is there to
offer herself to him he s afraid to love again but delyse is everything he could wish for then he starts suspecting there might be something more than
friendship between his bride and his beta and he isn t sure how to react on the one hand delyse belongs to him on the other hand viggo is his best friend
eric s choice will surprise both delyse and viggo

Dragon's Fate 2020-05-29
the paranormal world just can t seem to cut ren a break just when she thought she could finally settle into normal well relatively normal life as the last of
the dragon shifters with her four alpha mates she finds her people on the brink of a supernatural war the vampires have decided all shifter kind must be
exterminated and they ve got the firepower to make good on that goal ren s got plenty of fire of her own of course but she s only one dragon and there
are a whole lot of vampires as she scrambles to protect all of her kin and figure up what the heck is up with the last of her mates she can t help
suspecting this challenge is more than she and her alphas can handle alone the secrets buried in the dragon shifter estate may hold the answer but
finding it will force her to question everything she thought she knew about this new world

Dragon's Captive: A Sci-Fi Dragon Shifter Romance 2020-12-14
our world is gone and the dragons have enslaved us the life i knew was changed forever when i lost someone i loved i became a traitor to my people the
day i saved theron the handsome dragon prince of andrasar he s repaid my kindness with captivity he s made me his slave he s my enemy whose clutch i
should want to escape he s a monster i should hate but he makes me forget when his touch scorches me like a brand and marks me as his humans are a
threat and should be destroyed i ve dedicated my life to the misery of humans their unwelcome presence is a reminder of what i ve lost the appearance of
seela the beautiful human female who saves my life contradicts my beliefs she is my fire s half destined to be my mate i can t accept her i can t want her
she is my enemy but she makes such sweet sounds of surrender when i taste her i have no choice but to claim her as mine dragon s captive is a steamy
sci fi dragon shifter enemies to lovers fated mates romance it stars a handsome domineering alien dragon shifter falling in love with a lovely brave and
feisty human woman this book features these themes science fiction paranormal alien dragon shifter romance forbidden love enemies to lovers steamy
love scenes action and adventure suspense

The Dragon's Fate 2021-03
i don t need a mate to complicate my life just because i recognize that brianna is my fated mate doesn t mean i have to accept it if she rejects me i ll be
free easy enough but every second we re apart feels like my soul is being shredded literally when the bond goes away i ll never have another shot at a
mate i thought i didn t want one but brianna is like no woman i ve ever known she s strong loving and an amazing single mom far too good for the
playboy dragon i ve been all my life she needs protection from her ex and i can t stand to see her and her daughter in danger is my dragon ready to be
tamed i ll do what it takes to keep my daughter safe jace isn t a guy i can count on not when i m raising my daughter on my own and i still have the scars
my ex husband gave me jace may be able to scare off my ex but he has trouble written all over him i should keep away but when he turns on the charm i
melt my heart is telling me he s the one can i risk it all when i know just how bad things can get the dragon s fate is a 70 000 word dragon romance
featuring a guarded single mom who s been hurt before and a playboy dragon who s about to find out what it means to be a mate

The Dragon's Chance 2017-02-16
i know i m destined for a fairy tale romance and i m done kissing frogs believe me i ve dated enough of them to know they never turn into prince



charming wayne makes my heart race and even though i almost screwed everything up between us i think we have a chance at the fantasy romance i ve
always dreamed of that s if my creepy stalker ex doesn t ruin everything first but wayne s got one heck of a trick up his sleeve turns out i ve traded in my
frogs for a fire breathing dragon and he wants to claim me as his mate my ex doesn t stand a chance

The Dragon Warrior: A Scottish Dragon-Shifter Romance 2020-03-30
lochguard highland dragons book 4 grant mcfarland is the head protector of clan lochguard his top priority is finding the traitorous former clan members
who attacked the scottish clan however the touch of a female he s known his whole life has started to set his body on fire both man and beast want her
but until he can ensure the clan is safe he must resist her faye mackenzie used to be in charge of security for her clan then an attack damaged her wing
and she s been struggling to find her place ever since when she confronts the head protector for a job she can t stop looking at his lips however she s not
ready to give up her career and settle down with a mate she s determined to prove she s still useful injury and all as the pair set out on a new mission it s
hard to deny the attraction between them however when the danger amps up will grant accept faye for the warrior she is or will his overprotectiveness
end up harming them all

Double Her Dragons 2021-01-30
a standalone short story with no cliffhanger two of them she gets more than she bargained for on her mission for adventure one of her neither is willing
to give her up and tempers will flare the only solution is to share ava murphy never really knew what it meant to be spontaneous and to live life on her
terms until she made a promise to do just that packing up and moving from the small town she grew up in her mission is to experience everything she
missed out on ending up in houston she encounters two men who will give her more adventure than she can handle and she will love every scandalous
passionate minute of it zac and mason are men unlike any others ava has ever met they make her feel alive and she completes them both but the secret
they carry might scare her away the love triangle causes tempers to rise and secrets to be revealed neither man is willing to give her up ava will have to
make the choice to walk away or choose one but what happens when she admits that she wants them both at the end of her quest for adventure her life
will change forever

The Dragon's Choice 2017-05-18
there s more magic in this world than i ever thought possible money means everything when you grow up with nothing posting risqué videos online may
not be everyone s ideal career but it s given me everything i need i m free the hotshot lawyer porter may not get it but i don t care he can think anything
he wants to until the jerk tries to steal my house sort of i may not own the place yet but i m determined to make it mine but porter is more than just a
smokin hot house stealer and as i get to know him i like him more and more and freaking more i have to resist feelings ruin everything but then i find out
porter s secret and feelings are the least of my worries he s a dragon and he thinks i m his fated mate i m not sure how an online streaming star and a
fire breathing lawyer can make it work especially when we uncover the impossible truth about me

Aiding the Dragon: Irish Dragon-Shifter Romance 2017-05-02
stonefire dragons 9 teagan o shea is a rare female dragon shifter leader while her irish clan has a tradition of female leaders they have had to hide
behind a public male face for centuries to keep the other clans from viewing them as weaker and attacking when the truth leaks teagan is faced with a
choice hand over the leadership to a male or invite the challengers to a leadership trial and earn her place out to prove having a penis isn t required to be
a leader she picks the latter aaron caruso is sent to ireland under the guise of repairing relations between two clans on the isle of ireland however upon
arrival he learns the truth determined to secure teagan s place so he can escape her alluring eyes and addicting personality he busies himself with
helping her any way he can a female used him once and he s not about to go through that again no matter how much the irish female tempts him as the



pair work together on preparations for the leadership trial both aaron and teagan start to see each other in a new light both have their own self imposed
loneliness and yearn for something they can t have can aaron and teagan not only change tradition but also open their hearts or will they each be doomed
to live alone to fight their inner battles

The Dragon's Empire 2018-04-03
wyatt venall like most seventeen year olds didn t have a concrete plan for what he wanted to do with his life he just knew fighting dragons wasn t part of
it as a newfound storm dragon shifter his powers could not have surfaced at a more inopportune time he can t really enjoy flying if he is constantly being
shot at and being placed on a team with a captain who never wanted him there to begin with isn t helping either wyatt has never fought in a war before
yet the elders in charge demand greatness from him they expect him to follow in his captain s footsteps to become a prodigious fighter he s only a pawn
in their game of political chess and he wants out before it is too late but as the war rages on wyatt is not only forced to question who is loyal to him but
also who he is ultimately loyal to the deadly game will continue with him on the board whether he wants to be there or not he only hopes to make it out
alive

Myths Beyond Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #8 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)
2019-11-23
l m lacee s first omnibus edition in the popular fantasy romance dragon s gap saga this digital compilation contains the first second and third fantasy
adventures of dragon s gap reighn sage s story reighn had no idea when he woke one morning what the day was about to deliver for a thousand years he
had waited for his shadow and by the end of the day he would not only have his long desired mate but two young daughters as well sharm edith s story
this is the second fantasy dragon romance book in the series dragon s gap where we meet edith black who is a full bear that grew up thinking she was
human edith is a bear that for so long could not shift or communicate with her other half after she has been at dragon s gap for two months this all
changes so whether it is the influence of all the other shifters or the dragon magic that fills the air edith s bear starts to talk to her storm and charlie s
story this is an inspirational romance fantasy about two people who deal in war they must learn that they need to embrace their softer natures when their
shape shifting young children need them to take on the roles of their parents both charlie and her dragon shadow storm find themselves rising to the
occasion what amazon readers are saying dragons magic a fast read with terrific world building dragon s gap 1 has a unique take on shifters magic users
and humans that sucks you in and carries you along for the ride the characters are so well rounded you are even rooting for side characters the romance
between reighn and sage is compelling and warm but best of all is the theme family is what you make not necessarily biological but those you choose to
bring into your life and keep close i look for to reading more in this series attention grabbing story excellent story easy to read interesting characters
love the style of writing easy to read quickly and to enjoy unique story and kept my interest love this author and will read more of her books excellent
storyline very good book 5 stars for content and story line love the storyline will get more of her books highly recommend great read loved story looking
forward to the next in series for the love of a hot dragon who doesn t want to fall in love with a handsome dragon shifter i would definitely recommend it
to other readers who like shifter romances now i m off to buy the first book in this series awesome i just love dragon tales and this one is awesome
excellent read i absolutely enjoyed this book such a great read i read the whole series and was not disappointed page turner an exciting book with a
convincing story a true page turner five stars awesome book i would definitely recommend it to others a great read what a capturing read i couldn t put
this book down this plot hit home on many levels family growth the love of a dragon while orphans are gathered and held into living arms while learning
the truth of one s self available in digital

Dragon's Gap 2020-02-27
after jose santos s younger sister secretly enters them both into the yearly dragon lottery and they get selected he begrudgingly agrees to participate it
means picking a human female from a giant room full of them and staying around just long enough to get her pregnant however when his dragon notices



one female who keeps hiding behind a book jose has a new plan win his fated mate no matter what it takes victoria lewis prefers being home with a book
and away from large crowds but she desperately wants to study dragon shifters at close range so she musters up her courage to enter the dragon lottery
when she s selected as one of the potential candidates she decides to accept her spot after all it s not as if the dragon shifter will pick her an introverted
bookworm who prefers jeans and sweats to skirts or fancy clothes well until he s standing right in front of her with flashing eyes and says he wants her as
jose tries to win his fated female trouble stirs inside his clan will he be able to keep his mate with him forever or will the american department of dragon
affairs whisk her away to some other clan to protect her note this is a quick steamy standalone story about fated mates and sexy dragon shifters near lake
tahoe in the usa you don t have to read all my other dragon books to enjoy this one

The Dragon's Choice 2013-09-08
they will sacrifice anything to regain the loves they ve lost when the dragon legion take custody of the darkfire crystal drake and his fellow dragon
shifters fear that the sorcery trapped in the stone is bent on destroying them in kiss of danger alexander defends his wife and son from a vicious killer
who has followed him through time in kiss of darkness damien enters the realm of the dead to fix an old mistake but loses his shifting abilities in kiss of
destiny thad believes he can secure the future of all the dragon shifters known as the pyr if only he can win the heart of the elusive woman who sparks
his firestorm will the darkfire demand all they have to give or is the unpredictable magic giving these dragon warriors a second chance the dragonfire
series of paranormal romances each dragonfire novel is a complete romance but you would probably prefer to read them in order to follow the story of
the dragon s tail wars the final battle for supremacy between the pyr and the evil slayers the series is complete with fourteen stories 1 kiss of fire quinn
and sara 2 kiss of fury donovan and alex 3 kiss of fate erik and eileen 4 winter kiss delaney and ginger 5 harmonia s kiss a short story about the dragon s
tooth warriors 6 whisper kiss niall and rox 7 darkfire kiss rafferty and melissa 8 flashfire lorenzo and cassie 9 ember s kiss brandon and liz 10 kiss of
danger a dragon legion novella featuring alexander and katina 11 kiss of darkness a dragon legion novella featuring damien and petra 12 kiss of destiny a
dragon legion novella featuring thad and aura 13 serpent s kiss thorolf and chandra 14 firestorm forever sloane and sam plus drake and veronica and
marcus and jac yes this book has three firestorms and is the big finish the three dragon legion novellas are also available in a bundle called the dragon
legion collection there is a world guide called here be dragons a dragonfire companion the stories of the pyr continue in the dragonfate novels a
paranormal romance series featuring dragon shifter heroes and heroines who have their own powers this series is in progress 1 the prequel maeve s book
of beasts 2 dragon s kiss 3 dragon s heart 4 dragon s mate 5 dragon s wolf may 2022 keywords dragon dragon shifter romance destined mate action
adventure urban fantasy romance dragonfire romantic comedy time travel romance ancient world guardian protector second chance at love destined
lovers witch sherrilyn kenyon donna grant thea harrison jennifer ashley christine feehan lara adrian g a aiken

The Dragon Legion Collection 2021-01-04
i m a fae warrior not a damsel in distress i don t need some giant dragon shifter carting me away to safety i can handle myself but when demons capture
some of my people a little help is appreciated i can t associate with dragons ancient lore forbids it yet nox makes me yearn for things i didn t know were
possible the fae would never accept it if i took a dragon as my mate if i don t give him a chance i could regret it for the rest of my days

The Dragon's Fae 2020-01-17
he doesn t know what kind of witch he s dealing with kal had no idea what he was walking into when he met maddie she might believe that men aren t
from mars but he sure isn t from earth maddie has enough crazy in her life with one ghost too many haunting her too bad fate just threw her a man
claiming to be a dragon shifter if maddie chooses to accept kal isn t crazy she might be in for the ride of her life of course if she chooses to believe him
she ll have to leave her old life behind kal needs to find his mate before his dragon s magic consumes him he might have infinite cosmic powers but he
also has a soul that can t control the power of the universe not without her maddie might be the right witch for him except the fact she just cursed him to
be a chicken what the hell kind of planet is this anyway



Must Love Dragons 2020-08-22
they made a deal to conceive a child then go their separate ways falling in love wasn t part of the contract centuries after siring a cub with the dragon
goddess hel ares still can t get her off his mind every war has been fought in her honor every enemy slain in her name when he s invited to the secluded
hills of northern california for prime hunting with his adult son he s surprised to find the dragoness who got away is already a guest this time she won t
escape him hel doesn t need anyone least of all the fire dragon who fathered her only son he s brash crude and he s absolutely delightful in bed resisting
him should be easy but he is the dragon god of war and there s never been a battle he couldn t win

Queen of the Underworld 2020-05-05
i m one of the rarest and strongest dragons in the world i shouldn t be concerned about some mortal but i am she is all i think about all i dream about i
know she is waiting for me to ignite her powers even if she doesn t know it the question is will she be ready for me to claim her after all i have waited for
her for a century and when all s said and done i will do anything to protect her and our legacy together but i have family to contend with and other
dragons who will try to stake their claim on her as well so if i find her do i unlock the magic within her or do i let her go can i protect her from herself will
she lure me into her world i can be strong enough to walk away i can protect her from a distance i swear buy the book today to answer the age old
question can love conquer all

Dragon's Mate Awakening 2020-11-25
as future king ash s destiny has always been to mate with a female dragon and rule over the clanbut fate has a funny way of screwing things upafter ash s
parents are murdered and their kingdom is destroyedash doesn t care about the throne all he wants is revengethen he finds her his mate but she s human
which threatens any right ash has to the throne not to mention completely against the rules finley and all her desirable curves make him and his dragon
drool and despite his best efforts nothing can keep him awaythe craze is threatening ash s dragon if it takes over it ll mean death for the prince the only
cure is claiming his matebut he s got more important things to think aboutlike revenge and keeping his family safeas finley gets sucked right into the
middle of his plot for revenge ash and finley must battle not just against the dragon shifter prince who destroyed his life but against the laws that have
dictated dragons for centuries get it now

Dragon's Honor 2021-06-18
immerse yourself in a world of dragon shifters forbidden protectors and alphas that will set your heart aflame dragon shifters romances in this
paranormal box set dragon s prisoner the fae s dragon protector dragon s fake relationship scandal dragon bad boy s secret baby dragon s ghost 18 only

Kur Dragons 2020-11-24
her kiss will shatter realms dragon shifter and artisan blacksmith hadrian is determined to strengthen his fellow pyr warriors in the battle against the fae
by forging them talons of steel he won t be seduced by the sensual promise of a firestorm that has to be a spell even to help a beautiful warrior escape
the clutches of the fae queen rania is a swan maiden and fae assassin who has made a deal with the dark queen to break the curse over her brothers all
she needs to do is kill hadrian but this dragon shifter won t die easily it s more than dragon vitality that helps him survive her lethal kiss but rania refuses
surrender to his potent touch for any price when so much hangs in the balance but the dark queen s betrayal compels rania to ally with the vital dragon
shifter in a last chance effort to save her brothers and herself can hadrian unfurl the painful secrets of rania s past to give them a future can rania help
hadrian to realize the power of his own legacy to defeat the fae when barriers between realms are destroyed can love conquer the obstacles between
these destined mates and create a new world for their unborn son the dragonfate novels continue the story of deborah s dragon shape shifting heroes



called the pyr each book is a romance in which a dragon shifter meets his destined mate in dragonfate those heroines have powers of their own maeve s
book of beasts is a prequel to dragonfate that introduces both maeve s evil plan to eliminate paranormal species from the world including the pyr and the
cast of characters assembling to defeat her in it you ll meet sebastian a vampire who has escaped maeve and is building the team to destroy her and
sylvia the mortal librarian he chooses to hide the ancient volume stolen from maeve sebastian gets more than he expects from sylvia never mind that
maeve wants her book back and sebastian s slow burn romance with sylvia will arc over the entire series the other slow burn romance in this series
features mel an immortal fae who needs to find true love to break the curse placed upon her she s haunted by her late husband raymond who betrayed
her but wants to make it right you can read mel and raymond s story a romance that doesn t end happily and a retelling of a medieval french fairy tale in
claire delacroix s an elegy for melusine the dragonfate series so far 1 maeve s book of beasts 2 dragon s kiss dragon shifter kristofer and valkyrie bree 3
dragon s heart dragon shifter rhys and selkie lila 4 dragon s mate dragon shifter hadrian and swan maiden rania 5 dragon s wolf dragon shifter arach and
wolf shifter wynter may 2022 the pyr first appeared in deborah s dragonfire series of paranormal romances which is complete with 14 works and a world
guide 1 kiss of fire quinn and sara 2 kiss of fury donovan and alex 3 kiss of fate erik and eileen 4 winter kiss delaney and ginger 5 harmonia s kiss a short
story about the dragon s tooth warriors 6 whisper kiss niall and rox 7 darkfire kiss rafferty and melissa 8 flashfire lorenzo and cassie 9 ember s kiss
brandon and liz 10 kiss of danger a dragon legion novella featuring alexander and katina 11 kiss of darkness a dragon legion novella featuring damien
and petra 12 kiss of destiny a dragon legion novella featuring thad and aura 13 serpent s kiss thorolf and chandra 14 firestorm forever sloane and sam
plus drake and veronica and marcus and jac yes this book has three firestorms and is the big finish 15 here be dragons a dragonfire companion dragon
shifter romance vampire romance librarian new york city manhattan underground hidden realms dark fae shifters friends to lovers opposites attract
destined mates melusine ghost romance love triangle valkyrie selkie swan maiden shifters urban fantasy romance slow burn enemies to lovers psychic
powers witch fated mate enemies to lovers england iceland northumberland blacksmith sherrilyn kenyon donna grant thea harrison jennifer ashley
christine feehan lara adrian g a aiken genevieve jack

Dragon's Mate 2020-04-14
an obscure legend speaks of a man with dragon wings fifteen hundred years ago the man ventured into our world searching for a companion but none
could be found he left a statue of his likeness in the keep of the castle in the hopes that one day his companion would come to him christine wasn t one to
believe in legends and certainly not on her trip through the wilds of wales the tour package her friend picked out for them brought them to the castle
where the winged figure stood encased in stone and superstition superstition however couldn t explain the strange attraction she felt toward the
handsome statue those stone eyes seemed to beckon to her calling her to him with a force she couldn t deny and which she wasn t sure she wanted to a
haunting dream and a single touch and she s transported into a new world and a new life helplessness and confusion grip her heart as she finds herself
under the power of the dragon but there s something in his eyes that pleads with her to remain will her desire to return home triumph or will she accept
the fate that s been offered to her looking for other sensual dragon shifter reads try out some of my other series blood dragon play google com store
books details id zaradwaaqbaj dragon bound play google com store books details id cwu9dwaaqbaj dragon dusk play google com store books details id
awnxdwaaqbaj dragon sin play google com store books details id pryreaaaqbaj fated touch play google com store books details id 6jmudwaaqbaj maiden
to the dragon play google com store books details id y6bgdqaaqbaj keywords new adult mystery paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk
tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances comedy humor horror free freebie free book free books book books
free ebook ebook free novel rich quick read read short serial series college funny female protagonist novel secret suspense thriller alpha male literature
story stories hero fiction box box set boxed boxed set romance free romance free romance ebook free romance ebooks free romance book free romance
books billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy legal free romance novel free romance books billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban
contemporary 21st century current historical past demon werewolf shifter shapeshifter wolf dark fantasy vampire undead immortal ghost witch sorcery
dragons epic elf god medieval urban fantasy dragon shifter romance medieval paranormal romance dragon wife dragin



Dawn of Legend: Dragon Dusk Book 1 (Dragon Shifter Romance) 2019-07-15
what would you do if you found out that dragons are real and that you have been in love with one for centuries abby doesn t quite get life she is a shy
wallflower but her life is about to take a wild turn as she meets two incredibly hot brothers ty and luc with a huge secret that will transform her quiet
little world into a real life fairytale but the more abby learns about them the more she realizes her fate is directly tied to theirs will she be able to keep
her heart despite luc trying to win her over again or will ty finally get the chance he has been waiting for claimed by the dragon prince is a fast paced
dragon romance that will keep you spellbound to the pages as abby uncovers the dark secrets and the truth about who she really is publisher s note
claimed by the dragon prince is a stand alone book in the the fate of the dragons series hea guaranteed

Claimed by the Dragon Prince 2021-09-16
over the last year jake swift has constantly thought of the one night stand he had with a beautiful dragon shifter one who slipped away silently into the
night determined to see her once more he finally manages to arrive in scotland at clan lochguard s gates and asks to see sylvia she s as sexy and kind as
he remembers but he soon learns her secret he s a father and they have a daughter together sylvia macallister has done her best to be a single mother to
her surprise daughter it s not easy but she s determined to be the best mother possible especially given how she failed her other children more than a
decade ago when her daughter s father shows up on lochguard wanting to be a part of their lives sylvia isn t so sure but she grants him two weeks to see
how things go the trick will be in focusing solely on what s best for her daughter and not getting attached to the handsome human jake tries his best to
win sylvia despite her doubts however between each of their pasts and family drama a future together seems uncertain will jake be able to convince
sylvia that he wants both her and their daughter or will he be relegated to a part time dad unable to claim his new family keywords dragon shifter
romance dragons second chance romance secret baby romance humor scotland shapeshifter contemporary paranormal romance more mature couple

The Dragon's Chance 2021-08-02
eight of the hottest dragon shifters in one collection dragon mates packs meg ripley s bestselling daddy dragon guardians and shifters between worlds
series into one riveting anthology read the entire dragons of charok universe in one fantastical compilation brimming with sizzling passion suspense and
sassy supernatural mates featuring holden s mate humans prove to be odd creatures but one blue eyed psychic compels me in ways i ve never
experienced i can barely keep my inner dragon in check when she s near but will my unfathomable secret keep us apart xander s mate i need a mate to
help me raise my charge a baby dragon princess and i know summer is most definitely that woman if we re destined to be together can we learn to
overcome our differences beau s mate i know it s best for little elliot but i m not sure i m ready to find a mate especially a human one until i meet a sexy
redhead who s just as stubborn as i am with this sassy witch and my hard headed dragon it all comes down to a battle of will julian s mate after spending
so much time with her back on charok i know my mate is nowhere on earth but when i come face to face with her again it s like a dream come true until
we find out a powerful demon has slipped into the living realm on earth along with her dragon s royal guard a portal ripped open thrusting me into a
strange new world and then i met her royal dragon s protector i ve been pulled from my home planet forced to acclimate to this foreign world but now i
m being pulled to nora royal dragon daddy i never expected to be a single dad nor did i think i d ever find a mate willing to raise another woman s baby
until i met aurora royal dragon s witch the powerful unyielding attraction i feel toward a certain mysterious beauty has my dragon reeling to claim what s
his but she s my mortal enemy warning steamy shifter scenes inside readers 18 only

Dragon Mates 2021-06-10
dragon shifter leader of clan stoneriver david lee has vowed to never take a mate the previous five clan leaders all lost their mates to tragedy and he is
determined to prevent any other female from sharing the same fate even when he discovers his true mate is human david tries his best to keep his
distance to protect her but when he s forced to be near tiffany for a week during an event to help orphaned dragon shifter children the human becomes



harder to resist it s going to take everything he has to keep her safe tiffany ford is thrilled to be selected to help with the orphaned dragon children even
if the stoneriver clan leader is distant and borderline rude to her at first she soon makes friends and enjoys herself when david sets her a surprising
challenge to test her observation skills she s intrigued and never one to back down she accepts curious to discover more about the leader as the days go
by tiffany starts to realize there is more to david than his aloofness making her wonder if there could be something between them the only problem is
that they both have doubts about each other will they be able to move past them before it s too late or will a sudden enemy take away their chance at a
happy future forever

The Dragon's Weakness 2019-12-10
her kiss could be his doom when dragon shifter kristofer feels his firestorm ignite he eagerly follows its spark to his destined mate to his surprise the
heat leads him to a valkyrie intent on claiming his soul even so kristofer has never met a woman as alluring as the fierce warrior before him trusting in
the firestorm he must convince her to fight with him instead of against him trading the life of a dragon shifter for that of her sister valkyrie is an easy
choice for bree until she meets kristofer experience taught her that dragons are evil but in him she sees a bold and noble warrior finding his confidence
as irresistible as his touch bree fears she is being tricked into abandoning her sister but how can she take kristofer s life when his very presence makes
her burn with desire when they re compelled to join forces kristofer seizes the chance to convince bree that they re stronger together yet as a sinister
plan unfolds an ancient dragon is roused from his slumber with danger closing in can kristofer convince bree to surrender her immortality for their
forbidden love or will bree s distrust of dragons prove justified the dragonfate novels continue the story of deborah s dragon shape shifting heroes called
the pyr each book is a romance in which a dragon shifter meets his destined mate in dragonfate those heroines have powers of their own maeve s book of
beasts is a prequel to dragonfate that introduces both maeve s evil plan to eliminate paranormal species from the world including the pyr and the cast of
characters assembling to defeat her in it you ll meet sebastian a vampire who has escaped maeve and is building the team to destroy her and sylvia the
mortal librarian he chooses to hide the ancient volume stolen from maeve sebastian gets more than he expects from sylvia never mind that maeve wants
her book back and sebastian s slow burn romance with sylvia will arc over the entire series the other slow burn romance in this series features mel an
immortal fae who needs to find true love to break the curse placed upon her she s haunted by her late husband raymond who betrayed her but wants to
make it right you can read mel and raymond s story a romance that doesn t end happily and a retelling of a medieval french fairy tale in claire delacroix s
an elegy for melusine the dragonfate series so far 1 maeve s book of beasts 2 dragon s kiss dragon shifter kristofer and valkyrie bree 3 dragon s heart
dragon shifter rhys and selkie lila 4 dragon s mate dragon shifter hadrian and swan maiden rania 5 dragon s wolf dragon shifter arach and wolf shifter
wynter may 2022 the pyr first appeared in deborah s dragonfire series of paranormal romances which is complete with 14 works and a world guide 1 kiss
of fire quinn and sara 2 kiss of fury donovan and alex 3 kiss of fate erik and eileen 4 winter kiss delaney and ginger 5 harmonia s kiss a short story about
the dragon s tooth warriors 6 whisper kiss niall and rox 7 darkfire kiss rafferty and melissa 8 flashfire lorenzo and cassie 9 ember s kiss brandon and liz
10 kiss of danger a dragon legion novella featuring alexander and katina 11 kiss of darkness a dragon legion novella featuring damien and petra 12 kiss
of destiny a dragon legion novella featuring thad and aura 13 serpent s kiss thorolf and chandra 14 firestorm forever sloane and sam plus drake and
veronica and marcus and jac yes this book has three firestorms and is the big finish 15 here be dragons a dragonfire companion dragon shifter romance
vampire romance librarian new york city manhattan underground hidden realms dark fae shifters friends to lovers opposites attract destined mates
melusine ghost romance love triangle valkyrie selkie swan maiden shifters urban fantasy romance slow burn enemies to lovers psychic powers witch
enemies to lovers fated mate for fans of sherrilyn kenyon donna grant thea harrison jennifer ashley christine feehan lara adrian g a aiken genevieve jack
jesse donovan eve langlais michele m pillow kresley cole ilona andrews jr ward coreene callahan s e smith

Dragon's Kiss 2020-05-29
the last of her kind four hot alpha mates a legacy of bloodshed when ren landis goes looking for excitement on her 21st birthday getting kidnapped is a
little more than she bargained for so is finding out that shifters exist and that she s one too as the last of the dragon shifters she s got a role to fulfill take
the alphas of the four shifter groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind no pressure right too bad ren s fate isn t as simple as getting it on with four
scorching hot guys someone is out for dragon shifter blood intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago if ren can t figure out how to kickstart



her buried powers her life s about to go down in flames

Dragon's Guard 2017-07-10
the ocean breeze calls miriam and her band of friends to a new adventure as they arrive at cayden s summer home along a bright blue bay unfortunately
the only thing peaceful is the waters as news of marauders reaches them they become the news when the pirates arrive at the shores of the calm bay
they bring with them a powerful weapon against dragons that leaves more than one hero a victim of its potent attack a diplomatic envoy is gathered and
miriam won t be left behind their mission takes them to an island far out in the ocean where she makes a new friend and a new enemy as they navigate
the tense politics of the island she hears tales of an ancient god of water one who may be able to tell her about her past and where her future lies the
maiden to the dragon books are part of a dragon shifter romance series set in a fantastical world that mirrors our own keywords new adult mystery
paranormal supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths action adventure action adventure second chances comedy humor
horror free freebie free book free books book books free ebook ebook free novel rich quick read read short serial series college funny female protagonist
novel secret suspense thriller alpha male literature story stories hero fiction box box set boxed boxed set romance free romance free romance ebook free
romance ebooks free romance book free romance books billionaire wealthy millionaire women s fiction racy legal free romance novel free romance books
billionaire romance seduction sexy sensual urban contemporary 21st century current historical past demon werewolf shifter shapeshifter wolf dark
fantasy vampire undead immortal ghost witch sorcery dragons epic elf god medieval urban fantasy dragon shifter romance medieval paranormal romance
dragon wife dragin

Oceans Beneath Dragons: Maiden to the Dragon #5 (Alpha Dragon Shifter Romance)
2018-10-30
a dragon shifter with an ancient secret a fire witch with powers she can t control their combustible attraction is as sizzling as it is dangerous finn
brandhart is the last of a dying breed while the rest of the shifter world thinks dragons are extinct he s racing against time to keep that from coming true
without a mate he won t be able to keep his dragon contained if that happens armageddon will seem like a summer campfire when he runs headlong into
an alluring young witch named gemma he knows he may have found his fated mate if finn can t tame her fire it ll be the end of both of them trouble is he
loves the way she burns gemma hayes is descended from a legendary line of fire mages lately her own magic has gone haywire and she needs to figure
out why when she catches finn trespassing on coven lands his handsome face and irresistible touch kindle a dark passion and power in her she s never
felt before but finn s searching for answers to a mystery as old as the coven itself helping him solve it could risk her heart and her home if this dragon
shifter and fire mage give into love the result could burn both their worlds to the ground marked by fire is a captivating standalone paranormal romance
novel featuring billionaire dragon shifters if you like sizzling chemistry happily ever afters and twists you won t see coming then you ll love kimber white
s passionate action packed story buy marked by fire to trust your life and your heart to a dragon today book themes dragon shifter romance strong alpha
male strong female lead fantasy romance fated mates action and adventure romance books romantic suspense paranormal romance series dragons wolf
shifters magic psychic

Marked by Fire 2020-09-24
if someone had told dawn chadwick that she d be attending a play put on by children on a dragon shifter s land a year ago she would ve said they were
mad however her daughter daisy has slowly worn dawn down about her prejudices and she ends up volunteering to help with the play she s to assist a
recluse dragonman with the special effects what she didn t count on was her daughter s meddling blake whitby prefers working in a lab to being around
people he s a rare white dragon with a black spot and the attention from a young age has made him hide from others however he s always had a
weakness for children and agrees to help them with their play what he didn t count on was meeting a beautiful human with a sense of humor and a heart
warming smile his dragon wants her but blake holds back at least until two kids make holding back impossible while dawn agrees to the mate claim



frenzy with blake there s no guarantee their pairing will work and when dawn s family threatens her happiness blake has to stand by his mate and fight
for the family he never knew he wanted

Treasured by the Dragon 2021-04-19
there s no such thing as a perfect match all my life i ve watched mom flit from one guy to another i m not going to do the same one guy through thick and
thin that s the way to go but when my mr forever shows his true colors i m done with relationships it doesn t matter how cute toby the new hospital
nutritionist is i m not taking another chance on love i always knew i d find my fated mate i ve heard the stories all my life and i m not settling for anyone
less than my soulmate my dragon recognizes liza the moment i see her despite every story i ve heard my mate doesn t fall right into my arms to claim her
i m going to need to earn her love her emotional walls are so high it will take a dragon to scale them and i m just the dragon for that task claiming my
mate may be more complicated than i expected but i ll do what it takes to make her mine

The Dragon's Redemption 2021-06-14
the time has arrived for cait her lover dragon asher and their friends to face their final battle with davy and his selfish desire to free himself from his
curse no matter the cost rumors come to them via an acquaintance that the vampyre is on the move and moving toward the mystical islands of the
wizarding family that created the heart of god boxes they pursuit their foe only to find themselves embroiled in international conflict and a race toward
the islands that involves more than the bloodsucker someone else wants to learn the secrets of immortals and their powers and that someone is just as
desperate as davy to find the answers they seek pitted against foes known and unknown cait also struggles with the sliver of immortality she carries with
her amalthea s powers manifest themselves and complicate matters leading to a final showdown that will decide not only the fates of davy and asher but
her own keywords paranormal romance novels 18 dragon wrath dragon marked paranormal romance with humor paranormal romance comedy
paranormal romance hea paranormal romance series for adults adult books dragon shifter adventure fantasy romance mates fantasy romance steamy
dragon shifter romance series new adult paranormal supernatural fantasy horror free free book free ebook ebook free novel series female protagonist
novel alpha male hero fiction women s fiction racy free romance novel seduction sexy sensual contemporary demon werewolf shifter shapeshifter wolf
dark fantasy vampire undead immortal ghost witch sorcery dragons epic elf god dragon shifter romance medieval paranormal romance dragon wife
dragin magic

Portrait of A Goddess: Dragon Sin #5 (Dragon Shifter Romance)
a good girl looking to get a little dirty taylor i m on a quest to prevent my revirginization my dry spell has become a drought and i m this close to buying
batteries in bulk at the wholesale store but fortune smiles upon my neglected lady parts when i meet a man who looks like a model for a gym commercial
acts like he might have a few manners and kisses like he can t get enough of me i wouldn t have thought it would be all that hard to convince a horny
hottie to have sex with me i would be wrong a playboy dragon determined to keep it in his pants bain i m not looking for a mate not now maybe never but
sex yes and often until i meet little blonde taylor with the perfect pink lips the lushest peach of an ass and a taste for my whiskey i want her but i can t
have her because she s a good girl she deserves more than a fling with a dirty dragon she deserves forever and i can t give her that warning from the
author this book contains a sex starved bookkeeper who s afraid to trust her heart after her ex fiancé smashed it into jagged little pieces it also contains a
reluctantly honorable whisky distilling dragon who doesn t believe he deserves a second chance at finding his fated mate

Dragons Do It Dirtier
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